
Flex is the manufacturing partner of choice that helps a diverse customer base design and build products that improve the
world. Through the collective strength of a global workforce across 30 countries and responsible, sustainable operations,
Flex delivers technology innovation, supply chain, and manufacturing solutions to various industries and end markets.

At our location in Althofen (Carinthia), half an hour from Lake Wörthersee, we are expanding our team. 

Evergreen job posting

General Purpose:

Flex stands for innovation and technology. Team spirit, cooperation and a family-like atmosphere are an integral part of
our corporate culture. If you recognize yourself in this, you are exactly right with us.

Here is a glimpse of the types of careers we offer:

Motivated apprentices
Production workers in shift operation
Smart production technicians
Creative minds in the areas of IT/IS, engineering, technology or development
Team players for quality, logistics or purchasing
Innovative trainees or interns (BHS, University or university of applied science)

We are looking for individuals who demonstrate:

We support each other as we strive to find a better way
We move fast with discipline and purpose
We do the right thing always

Here are a few examples of what you’ll get for the great work you provide:

As one of the best employers in Austria we offer you a secure job
In the company restaurant and canteen, you will be spoiled daily with healthy and culinary delights
From you first day onwards you will receive training and support from your buddy
Flexible working time (home office), our own Flex sports club and company events promote your work-life balance
Our job rotation program gives you the opportunity to develop personally and professionally

We are looking forward to your application!

.



Apply now

Further information:

Gerda Reif | Talent Acquisition

gerda.reif@flex.com | +43 4262 2644 1159

www.flex.com
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